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$5000.00 Reward Offered by USD Professor Swanke

For Immediate Release

University of San Diego Professor John Swanke and his family are offering $5000.00 for concrete information leading to the apprehension and conviction of the person/persons who murdered their daughter Anne, USD Senior Honor Student. Information should be called in to the Sheriff's Homicide Division at 236-2944.

Swanke stated, "Our family is tremendously grateful to the University of San Diego community, Our Lady of Grace Parish, friends and concerned citizens of San Diego County who have contributed to this reward fund. Many of you did so hoping as we did that we would find Anne alive. The person or persons who killed our daughter must be stopped before they strike again. Therefore, we are offering this reward for information to lead not only to their apprehension, but their conviction."

Besides the reward fund, the Swanke family and friends have established a Music Scholarship Memorial Fund in Anne's name. Donations may be sent to the Anne Swanke Memorial Fund, c/o Sara Finn, University of San Diego, SDCA 92110.
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